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QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER FOR DECEMBER 2017
From the Editor,

We are now incorporated, much to the joy of our President !
Many interesting events have occurred during the last quarter
including a bus trip to the Eastern Mt Lofty Ranges and a talk
from members of the family that managed the former Park
Kiosk, which is now the Volunteer Centre.
One very important function of our organization is environmental education and this aspect has been amply reflected by our
monthly speakers in 2017. The advent of our Bush Buddies
group is a very welcome development that will provide
benefits and fun for the children involved, and for the Park.
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Friends of Belair National Park –
President’s Report December 2017
The President’s Report this quarter is
significantly lacking in exciting detail. This is
due, at least in part, to my being absent on
annual leave. I spent a month on the road at
various places between Adelaide and Darwin
during which time I contributed zero to the
efforts of the Friends. However, many other
stalwarts continued their efforts, and some of
their successes may not be covered
elsewhere in this newsletter.
We finally achieved Incorporation. Hallelujah!
This has not so far resulted in any cataclysmic
changes but things have begun to move. We
have made our first grant application in our
own right. We have applied for support in the
2018 Community Voices Program. This is a
program where funds are made available to
selected groups to have a promotional video
or ad produced by students at UniSA. We’ve
applied and we await the selection committee’s decision. We’ve also begun discussions
with DEWNR about a formal lease in our own
name on our Volunteer Centre. Leases can
only be granted in the name of a “natural
person” or an incorporated body. We are now
one of the latter so watch this space.

The Volunteer Centre has had one significant
upgrade with the laying of new carpet in the
meeting room. I claim no credit for this as I did
nothing to make it happen. Congratulations to
Mary Cole and Shirley Alford for all your
efforts here. The carpet is a success. Also in
the centre, we are about to have the old
(asbestos containing) floor tiles replaced. So,
there will be a short period when we will not be
allowed to enter the centre while the men in
white coats (more like space suits) come to
remove the old ones.
While I was out of town a couple of weeks ago
we also had the unveiling of one of two
heritage interpretive signs. "The Old Road to
the Gullies" and "Echo Tunnel" have been
installed on tracks in the Park. The funds for
this were made available by City of Mitcham
and the sign was unveiled by the city’s mayor
– Glenn Spear. Sam Duluk, our local state
MP, Councillor for Park Ward Jane Bange,
and a large group of volunteers also attended.
They say that the first requirement of a
manager is to ensure he/she has a team that
makes him/her redundant.
Judging by what everybody else has done
while I’ve been away, I’m succeeding.

Photos by Wayne Gallasch
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Spring Bus tour on 24 September 2017
20 members enjoyed our annual Spring Bus Tour to see a few of the Aboriginal Rock Art sites,
which was led by Robin Coles, the author of 'The Ochre Warriors'. We visited sites of cultural
significance to the Peramangk language group of Pre-European inhabitants on the Eastern
scarp of the Mount Lofty Ranges. Robin showed us four sites, and explained the rock art
shelters, and answered lots of our questions; the loss over time of some of the detailed
Peramangk knowledge meant there is still scope for Robin’s on-going research.
We enjoyed a lunch break at Mount Pleasant before visiting the Herbig Tree, and noting the
Peramangk reference on the back of the Herbig family information, as well as noting that
Wayne G is a descendant of this pioneering family; unfortunately Wayne was unable to join us
for the trip, but enjoyed Tina’s photos!
Our final site for the day was in perhaps the most memorable setting – and especially for the
breezy area where the bus had to be parked; the video posted on Facebook shows the grasses
dramatically blowing around. Our driver, Pete, negotiated the hills roads home, commenting
later it was one of the windiest drives he’d experienced for some years! The “How many kms
have we done quiz” was won by Jan L (being only 0.4 off the distance of 196.6kms), the prize
being a copy of Robin’s book, which he had explained earlier was the results of around 10
years of personal research. There is a copy of the book in our library.
A massive thanks to Robin, the Indigenous custodians for granting permission to visit the sites,
and the landholders for allowing us access.
As a mark of respect for the Peramangk culture we do not share any images of their rock art,
nor the location of the shelters; for other photos, see our Facebook site
https://www.facebook.com/fobnp/
Thanks to everyone who came along and enjoyed the day.
Pete and Alan Raine

Robin Coles discussing the use of trees for shields, canoes, bowls and food
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The obligatory group photo. Herbig tree, Springton

A panoramic view of the landscape near the final site that was visited

NEW MEMBERS
We wish to extend a warm welcome to the following new members:
Kellie Desteno; Michaela Heinson; Ryan Langridge;
Rachel, Garry, Theo and Lilliah Mondon; Margaret and Paul Parsons.
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Our time growing up in The Belair National Park by Bob Spurr
I think all of us would agree it was a great day on 19th December, 1891 when the National Park Bill was
passed creating the Belair National Park of 796 hectares for the:
“Sole purpose of a public national recreation and pleasure ground".
(A further 39 hectares were added making a total of 835 hectares or as we used to know it as 2000 acres
in area).
It was South Australia's first National Park and the second in Australia
The three of us Helen, Gerald and myself, Bill, had the absolute joy of coming to live in the Park, in the
house next door, in 1951
At that time Helen was thirteen and lived here until she was 20 years of age in 1957 ( a total of 6 years);
Gerald was 9 years of age and lived here until 1964 ( a total of 13 years) and I was 4 years of age and
left in 1970 ( a total of 19 years). We were also joined by our late eldest brother John’ who was fifteen at
the time’ and spent some 7 years here until he left home.
Our father Bob Spurr started in the National Park, as a caretaker, in March 1950. Prior to this he worked
with a local builder Dudley Bruse, initially under Sellers the Builders banner, but later directly as a subcontractor to the National Park. This really suited Dad as he was out of work at the time.
During 1949 and into 1950 Dudley Bruse (who lived next door to us on Main Road, Belair) and Dad had
the challenge of building the Long Gully Lodge for the princely sum of £1600. Over that period, after being put on the National Park payroll, not only the Long Gully Lodge was built but also Redgums Kiosk,
following it being burnt down by fire, and toilets at Long Gully. The Redgums Kiosk burnt down again on
29 May, 1954 after only operating for eighteen months.
Waverley Lodge was supposed to be built at the same time but was finished some four years later for a
cost of £2500. This was done by Sellers the builders. Clarrie and Joan Radford moved into Waverley
lodge in 1954. Clarrie had started in the Park in the late nineteen forties.
The original kiosk, oval and pavilion at Long Gully were built in 1904 and many people used to access
the area by rail from the National Park, Long Gully and Belair Railway Stations. Karka Oval was built in
1911. The Main Oval and Pines Oval, with the adjacent pavilions, at the Belair end of the Park were built
in 1895. The golf course was started in 1934 and an eighteen hole course was completed in 1941 again
with the idea of raising additional revenue.
The first two lodges in the Belair National Park were built in 1893 with the Upper Lodge, at the Northern
entrance, near the railway line off Sheoak Road, and the Western or Lower Lodge off Upper Sturt Road.
In 1896 the Curators Lodge halfway through the Park was built. During our time in the Park Brian and
Betty Mackereth and their family were in the Upper Lodge near the Belair Railway Station until they
moved into the Curators lodge in the late sixties.
Jim Houlahan initially lived in the Western or Lower lodge. Jim joined the Park in 1921 and retired in
1959. Jim's son Colin joined the park in 1951 and moved into the Western lodge on Jim's retirement and
lived there until his retirement in 1983. Colin's son Neville also joined the Park and had a long career at
Belair and Cleland National Parks.
Brian Mackereth's father George Mackereth was also a park keeper from 1940 to 1949 and Brian's son
Bruce joined the Parks service in 1970 and served the park service in both South Australia and Victoria
for many years.
Dad had a lot of time and admiration for Brian Mackereth. He wrote “Brian was 100% dedicated to his
work and his love of nature and so loved everything pertaining to the Park. His name was legendary as a
fireman and his control in any terrain was uncanny. He appeared to know where every submerged stump
was! I still see Brian with hose in one hand and driving the truck with the other hand circling a fire of
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of about 10 acres between Long Gully Kiosk and National Park Railway line as we were hanging on the
back of the truck , playing out the hose in what we hoped was the right direction , because the smoke was
so bad we couldn't see, but Brian had the fire out in 10 minutes."
Brian died whilst on duty on Xmas Day 1975 trying to rescue a sick bird only 10 feet up a tree. It appears
Brian fell backwards from the ladder he was using onto bitumen or cement.
When we moved next door in 1951 there was no power, no toilet and no access via train to civilisation
from the National Park Railway Station. Internal communication was via the Park phone which connected
lodges through to the Curators Lodge.
Power came 3 years later from a spur line off Upper Sturt Road. Dad eventually got the train to stop at National Park so we could all catch the steam train to school either at Belair Primary, Unley High School or
Goodwood Boys Technical School. Prior to access from the National Park station Mum quickly learnt how
to drive and, in an old Bradford station wagon, used to take John, Helen and Gerald to either Belair or
Long Gully Railway stations to catch a train to school and then drive me to the Belair Kindergarten.
Dad recorded at the time the following;
1. Staff; eight in total, two at Long Gully, 4 at Main Oval with the Director, Jack Hodge and an office assistant at the Curators Lodge. We are presuming that the six caretakers at the time were Jim Houlahan, Colin
Houlahan, Brian Mackereth, Clarrie Radford, Bob Spurr and one other, possibly Bob Ali who lived in
Blackwood.
2. Equipment; 1 tractor, 1 trailer, 1 Bedford truck, 2 wheel barrows, with very little tools, in total for the
whole Park. There were 14 tennis courts in Long Gully area, 3 ovals, namely Long Gully, Willows and Karka with Pavilions at Long Gully and Karka each with 100 tables, 200 forms (or seats) and 200 trestles and
10 coppers.
3. Wages were £16 per month, worked 365 days per year, no overtime and were on call 24 hours per day.
4. There were no roads past court 40 which is just the other side of Long Gully Pavilion
5. Long Gully was not used in winter and opened up to the public on the October Long Weekend and
closed down after Easter. Numerous people used to get hopelessly bogged in the area in those early
days.
6. The Park was 85 percent self sufficient and the Director used to seek a £100 pa grant from the Commissioners to supplement the income.
Friday was spent putting out the tables, forms and coppers and preparing the tennis courts for Saturday.
Saturday was spent collecting the money and putting out what was needed for Sunday whilst Monday and
Tuesday were clean up days with Wednesday and Thursday left for assisting with any new developments
eg Roads, BBQ areas and tennis court maintenance.
Dad was born in 1907 in Nottingham in the UK and had migrated to Australia and indeed Adelaide in 1915
with his mother and four siblings and joined his older brothers and father in Broken Hill eventually working
in the mines until 1945 and after a short time at Kelvinators could not believe his luck landing a job at
Belair National Park. After 20 or more years with no sun, artificial air, no trees and being 3000 feet underground to end up in this environment was quite unbelievable.
Dad tells the story of our first night here in the Park when the Curator rang him to say did he have a cow.
Of course his initial thought was why do I need a cow as he was used to getting milk deliveries daily.
Well not out here. The curator lent him a cow. Each caretaker was allowed a cow and in fact could have
up to three.
Dad had absolutely no idea how to extract anything from the cow but after trying every tug and pull from
every position and singing at the same time eventually he got milk. Over the period Shirley the cow became part of the family and the family enjoyed the freshest of milk straight from the cow right at the back
door.
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In June 1954 our mother Ann took over the lease of the kiosk which was originally built in 1904. Initially
she was unable to access the premises as the previous lessee was in dispute with the Commissioners
at the time, so she set up a table and trestle under a big gum tree just to the side of the kiosk and started trading which she continued to do until she retired in late 1971- a total of seventeen years. She
worked very hard 7 days a week but absolutely loved it.
Always hot water available from the boiling copper for water for billys of tea; scones jam and cream
was a specialty, ice-creams from Amscol and pies and pasties from Bishops (off Unley Road).
The Park was extremely busy on weekends. Dad would be setting up for the numerous picnics with
Mum and us kids helping out in the kiosk.
It was Adelaide's playground and our backyard. My brothers John and Gerald often sat atop of the entrance gates at the Western lodge, collecting threepences and sixpences as visitors came to picnic and
play in the Park and I did the same thing at the gate to the entrance to Long Gully positioned at the Curators office.
I spent all my spare time playing tennis or cricket as we were surrounded by so many facilities.
Around twelve years of age I was able to ride my bike to Belair to school and also for local community
activities
Mostly around January the large organisations would have a picnic holiday and come to the Park for
their annual picnic; The Waterside Workers Picnic, the General Motors Picnic, the Licensed Victuallers
(or hoteliers) Picnic, the Butchers Picnic etc. etc.
These were huge events mostly taking over Long Gully and Willows oval and sometimes Karka Oval.
Mum through the Kiosk used to supply all the drinks, ice-creams, cakes and lollies in areas setup up
under the Oak trees on Long Gully Oval. Every one, friends and relatives, used to be coopted to assist
on these days.
Mum was lessee of the Kiosk until late 1971 ( a period of seventeen years) when Helen and John Pillman took over the lease in early 1972 and they remained there until 1980.
Every weekend most or all of the courts and the ovals were in use. Lots of social groups, Sunday
schools, ethnic groups. There was often ' bloody battles' between, in particular, the Serbians and the
Croatians, one group on Willows the other on Karka Ovals that Dad had to try and sort out. There was
no one else to assist.
Up until 1954 Jack Hodge was the Director and when he retired Win Lyon took over as Director until
1968. Win instead of requesting the £100 grant from the Commissioners up the ante to £2000 which
enabled him and his team to enter a significant period of development for the Belair National Park.
During this period there was quite an expansion with Playford Lake, roads built up Saddle Hill to the
north eastern entrance and Melville and Cherry Plantation Roads being built passed Karka Pavilion
onto different locations on Upper Sturt Road. Cleland Park came on line followed by Para Wirra National Park in 1962 and Peter Martinsen who was working in the Curators office transferred to Para Wirra
where he learnt stone masonry and building to assist in the development of this new Park. Jack Hilton,
who joined the Belair Park in 1960 was transferred to Para Wirra as Ranger in Charge at in 1962 and
retired from there in1973.
At each of these entrances where a new road was developed a further lodge was built with the idea
that the caretaker’s wives could be used as lookouts for potential bush fire outbreaks. And immediately
ring through on the party line to the Curators Office. The challenges during the period were bushfires,
weed infestation, people getting bogged and also lost.
During the late fifties and early sixties specialist trade people were employed; John Pillman as a motor
mechanic in 1955 (Sparks Gully Lodge - now demolished) - after a long service as plant and equipment
manager John retired in1987; Hugh Campbell in 1964 as a stonemason (Upper Sturt Lodge). Hugh
was appointed curator of Old Government House in 1976 on the retirement of Ron Settlerfield and
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shifted into the Old Government House Residence in 1977. John Slavin as a carpenter/builder in the
early sixties (Footes Hill Lodge), John White as a carpenter in 1962. Glenys Jones came into the Curators Office as a clerk from 1962 to 1965 and Dene Cordes joined as an accounts officer in 1968.
Dene retired on 18th March, 2008 after a 40 year career. After the NPWS headquarters moved to the
city Dene became the Senior Administrative Officer and in 1981 was promoted to the State’s first
Community Liaison Officer. In this role he started up consultative committees and initiated the National
Parks Foundation. Dene also started up ‘Friends of the Park’, eventually reaching 140 groups and
6000 volunteers. We always believe it was Dene, more than anyone else that brought the history, the
traditions, the communication, the information, the linkages, the fellowship and camaraderie to the National Park family, initially in the Belair National Park, but eventually across the State.
Even though in those early days it was a small group of workers the group decided to form the National Parks Social Club in 1956. The meeting was held at the Curators house and the following were
elected to the inaugural committee; Win Lyon, Brian Mackereth, Bob Spurr, Colin Houlahan and Clarrie Radford. Each employee donated six pence per week which enabled the Committee to purchase
Xmas presents for all of the children and then have a fantastic Xmas party at either Main Oval Pavilion
or Redgums Kiosk. Our mother and father, Ann and Bob Spurr were made life members of the National Parks Social Club on the 25th August 1972, the year Bob Spurr retired as a caretaker in the Belair
National Park. A plague positioned on a seat under the oak trees at Long Gully, just over the road,
reads “Life membership of the National Parks Social Club presented to Bob and Ann Spurr in recognition of their foundation membership followed by many years of loyal support for this Club"
The National Parks Social Club celebrated its sixtieth anniversary in 2016 and of course has grown
tremendously to include employees from across the network of Parks in South Australia. It is quite
incredible to think from that time in 1891 when the very first National Park was established in South
Australia there are now 353 separate protected areas designated under the National Parks and Wildlife Act of 1972 with a land area of 19,235,345 hectares or 19.6% of the State's area

The Spurr Siblings

The Newsletter

The official publication date is the first Saturday of March, June, September and December, ready for the general
meeting on that day. Cut off day for March newsletter contributions is Friday 16 February 2018. Please send
ideas, reports or articles to the Secretary for passing onto the Editor.
NB Would contributors please submit text in the form of word processor files attached to emails, not as emails
themselves. Likewise photos as separate files, or as montages up to A4 size.
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JAPANESE KNOTWEED (Fallopia japonica)
There are invasive weeds in South Australia but thank goodness nothing quite like this one. I
obtained the following information from various websites.
Japanese knotweed is currently limited to a few isolated infestations in Victoria, eastern NSW,
and Tasmania. In Victoria 3 species of knotweed are declared as State prohibited weeds.
Officially regarded as the most pernicious weed in the U.K. and vast amounts of money are
spent on it’s management there. It is listed in the Global Invasive Species database as one of
the top 100 of the world’s worst invasive alien species.
A network of long creeping roots may grow 9 ft down and stretch 23 ft from stems. It can grow
back from a fragment left in the soil and grows very, very quickly. In the UK contractors
employed to remove plants, and sites receiving waste, must be licensed. Dumping the removed
material in trash or landfill is strictly forbidden.
Knotweed can invade and damage buildings and the information on the various websites is pretty scary. In the U K getting a mortgage or selling a house may be difficult if knotweed is
present.
Agricultural Victoria website for knotweed is informative – how to identify and what to do if you
see it – which one hopes no one in South Australia ever does.
I heard about this plant during a conversation with a friend in a rural town in Northern Ireland
where it is a problem, and being curious Googled it to find out more.
Shirley Alford
Clockwise
from top left:

The relentless
progression of
the weed
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BUSH BUDDIES
Belair Bush Buddies has had four monthly meetings now but this has been our first opportunity
to tell you about it in a newsletter. This is basically a kids nature club but what makes it different to say Junior Naturalists or other clubs? We have specifically targeted upper primary age
kids, mainly because research has shown that this is a crucial age for nature education in kids
and principles developed now will affect what they do throughout the rest of their lives. To our
enthusiastic ‘older’ weeders and custodians, how much time in this age group did you spend
outside exploring nature? Hopefully we will inspire some future scientists, maybe they will
become politicians with a deeper understanding of the environment and make decisions
thinking of nature that future generations will enjoy and maybe they are simply the future
volunteers that will turn up and weed the Park on a regular basis. But our main difference is
fostering the connection with ‘their Park’.
One ongoing project towards this aim is to assign roughly 10x10m patches to the kids that
they will observe, learn from and help maintain. Just today we were discussing how all this interesting new grass wasn’t there last month. Unfortunately it was Quaking grass! Last month
we ‘pin flagged’ wildflowers that will be checked to see if they come up again.
Another project is to take the inspiration from Chris Daniels’ talk and we have asked the kids to
start researching their favourite animal in the Park. The concept is that we will have all these
resident experts for the animals of the Park and that they can be champion for the species and
teach others about them.
So far our group remains small, averaging around a dozen kids. The advantage of this has
been the chance for us to work out our methods and see what works. We are lucky to have
such a dedicated and complimentary team that work so well together, being Hayley Prentice,
Barb Raine and Jo and Craig Baulderstone. Currently we have a short segment at the start
where we share any nature experiences from the last month, an interesting speaker and then
the last hour outside putting what we learnt into practice.
Our inaugural meeting was to plan the path forward, looking for input from the participants. We
had James Smith (author of Wildlife of Greater Adelaide) help us to put the importance of our
Park into perspective and also why our new group is so important. He predicted that it will be
kids of this age who can take action to save a number of species or see them be lost in their
lifetime. James then told us about his 10 favourite animals followed by a search outside to see
what we could find.
September saw a fascinating talk about fungi from Kate Grigg. Kate had our minds spinning
with facts like without fungi we wouldn’t be here, they were some of our earliest lifeforms that
formed the soils our plants grow in, that are not plants and their own ‘kingdom’ and more
closely related to insects than plants, that you can’t digest raw mushrooms because they are
made up of chemicals like those that form an insects exoskeleton. Then we had great enthusiasm as we headed outside and the keen eyes of the kids were finding all sorts of fungi.
October was wildflowers and a twist that had the kids do much of the talking. Jenny Deans
cleverly arranged slides that had a combination of wildflower photos with similarities and differences that the kids then took it in turns to describe. It was amazing the detail the kids picked
up and then we discovered which of these were important to determining what the plants are.
Later we headed out and used our newfound skills and some sharp eyes to look at wildflowers
and work out their differences.
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November happened to coincide with a national citizen science project called the Wild
Pollinator Count. Erinn Fagan-Jeffries was such a fun speaker, talking about the importance of
pollinators and running us through what we needed to do for the survey. Despite the need to
sit still for 10 minutes and watch a flower, the kids stuck to the task and discovered lots of interesting insects.
Where to now? We feel like we have a good formula now and it would be good to share that
with a few more kids. We have mainly publicised through schools and notice boards but there
is a lot of things competing for kids’ time these days. It seems word of mouth is the main thing
that has brought new people along. So if you know of any upper primary kids that you think
would be interested please refer them to the following:
www.communitywebs.org/FriendsofBelairPark/bush_buddies.html
Craig Baulderstone
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Kids Club page by Hayley Pojikar Prentice
Butterflies!
Did you know?
- Butterflies are beneficial to have in the garden. They pollinate many plants, including food
plants.
- Butterflies are not long lived with some species living only a week while others may live up to
12 months.
- There are over 400 species of butterfly to find in Australia

- Butterflies are part of the Lepidoptera order. Lepidoptera means scaly wings.
- Butterflies are found on every continent except Antarctica. Around the world this is how you
would say butterfly:
Denmark - sommerfug
Portugal - borboleta
Italy - farfalla
Spain - mariposa
Germany - schmetterling
Romania - fluture

Philippines – paruparo
Butterfly or moth?
There are many more moths in Australia than butterflies, so how can you tell the difference?
Aside from butterflies being active at daytime and moths more likely to be active at night-time,
there are some other differences:

Source: http://butterflyconservationsa.net.au/butterflies/identify/is-it-a-butterfly/
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In Belair National Park you can spot lots of great butterflies such as the pictured Wanderer and
Dainty Swallowtail (Photos thanks to Bevin Scholz)

To identify a butterfly you've seen check out this guide from the NRM:
http://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/files/sharedassets/adelaide_and_mt_lofty_ranges/
plants_and_animals/butterflies-adelaide-identification-fact.pdf
Colour in this picture of a butterfly while learning the names for all of its body parts.
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Word find

Butterflies of Belair National Park
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Painted Lady
Swallowtail
Meadow Argus
Wanderer
Skipper
Admiral
Xenica
Grass Dart
To find out more about butterflies, how to attract them to your garden,
and how to help in their conservation make sure to check out the Butterfly Conservation SA Inc. website.
http://butterflyconservationsa.net.au

Why did the butterfly not go to the dance?
Because it was a moth ball.
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THE FRIENDS OF BELAIR NATIONAL PARK INC.
Postal Address:- PO Box 2 BELAIR SA 5052
Email: friendsofbelairpark@msn.com
Website: www.communitywebs.org/friendsofbelairpark
Webmaster: seow@live.com : Facebook: www.facebook.com/fobnp
OFFICE BEARERS FOR 2017
PRESIDENT
Mark Pedlar
8278 1991 mnjpedlar@bigpond.com
VICE PRESIDENT
Mike Cerchez
8270 8870 cerchez@tpg.com.au
SECRETARY
Tina Gallasch
8178 0688 friendsofbelairpark@msn.com
TREASURER
Carol Parrott
8278 6783 acmeparrott27@bigpond.com
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Mary Cole, Chris Lightowler, Barbara Raine, Jim Trueman, Wayne Gallasch,
Hayley Prentice
CO-ORDINATORS
GUIDED WALKS for 2018 (Tuesday)
DUPLICATE WALKS for 2018 (Sunday)
LIBRARIAN
NEWSLETTER EDITOR
FACE BOOK
SIGNIFICANT TREES
VOL. CENTRE BOOKINGS
MEMBERSHIP
WEBSITE
SPEAKERS
WORKING BEE COORDINATOR
WORKING BEES for Tuesday or Friday,

Barbara Raine
Hayley Prentice
Shirley Alford
Tony Dyson
Hayley Prentice
Ron Tamblyn
Tina Gallasch
Carol Parrott
Chris Lightowler
Tina Gallasch
Barbara Raine
Barbara Raine

BELAIR NATIONAL PARK (Put these numbers in your
mobile): Belair National Park Office 8278 5477
After hours Emergency 0427 556 676

FREE GUIDED WALKS April to November
Normally held on the 2nd Tuesday of the month and the
following Sunday. No guided walks over summer.
Ask at the Park Ticket Office for your free entry, and
directions to the meeting place at 1.45 pm for a 2.00pm
start.
SPECIAL EVENTS
Professor Cleland Memorial Walk
The next Prof Cleland Memorial Walk will be held on
Sunday October 7th 2018.

8278 2370 rainea@bettanet.com.au
hayleyprentice@hotmail.com
8278 1525
0423 687 180 dysonav@bigpond.com
hayleyprentice@hotmail.com
8393 9803
8178 0688 friendsofbelairpark@msn.com
8278 6783 acmeparrott27@bigpond.com
seow@live.com
8178 0688 friendsofbelairpark@msn.com
8278 2370 rainea@bettanet.com.au
8278 2370 rainea@bettanet.com.au

WORKING BEES.
Meet at the Volunteer Centre:
BEFORE 8.30am Tuesday and Friday mornings. For
information phone Barbara on 8278 2370
rainea@bettanet.com.au
Working Bees on other days, meet by arrangement.
For 3rd Saturday of each month at 9.00am meet at the
Main gate.
Membership Payments
Annual renewal is $10 a single, $15 for a family regardless of when it is paid.
If joining after 30th June, your first half year is
discounted to half price, so please pay $5 for single, or
$7.50 for joint membership.
HOW TO PAY:
1. Pay the treasurer at a meeting

Birthday Party
Held on the 19th of December to celebrate the birthday
of Belair National Park.

2. Forward payment and your contact details to
The Treasurer
Friends of Belair NP
PO Box 2, Belair 5052

MONTHLY MEETINGS 2017/2018
First Saturday of the month, 1 pm at the Volunteer Centre, Long Gully, Belair NP. Speaker first, then the
meeting. Visitors welcome

3. To pay by internet use this account information and
email your contact information to
acmeparrott27@bigpond.com
Bank SA:
BSB 105-078: A/c No: 306250940
A/c Name:- Friends of Belair Park
A/c Ref:- your name (membership fees)

Bush Buddies
The second Sunday of every month at the Volunteer
Centre: speaker first then an activity 10 am to 12 midday. Visitors welcome

